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2017 Bookvana Awards Winner2017 Selah FinalistBeneath his playboy faÃƒÂ§ade, NASCAR driver

Luke Brandt yearns for family. Rachel Tate, an inventive, purity-ring-wearing mechanical engineer,

wants to prove herself in a male dominated industry. When Luke outbids Rachel on the only muscle

cars she could use to test her new vapor-fueled engine, she writes him off. But Luke's gentle ways

and country charm may win her over -- if his past doesn't push her away. As Rachel begins to touch

Luke's heart, he's haunted by memories of the mother who abandoned him as a boy. With an

intense trust that God will lead her steps, Rachel perseveres, and her innocence and grace breach

Luke's defenses. As they join forces to bring her remarkable invention to market, their love and lives

are threatened by the iron-tight grip that "Big Oil" holds over the auto industry. Will Rachel hold on to

her values? And will Luke realize his final happiness must come through faith in the One who has

always loved him ... and always will?Inspirational content (I):  Some content of an

inspirational/religious nature. May also contain some references to human sexuality (S) certain

readers may deem objectionable.
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KS Moore touched my heart with the story of Rachel and Luke. I immediately went on  to look for

her other offerings. Unfortunately Angel beneath my wings is her debut! It is inspiring, full of love

and passion but full of purity. Luke got more than he bargained for when he decided to pursue

Rachel. He's used to girls throwing themselves at him and couldn't understand why she was

different. He was convinced he'll soon have her in her bed, did not happen. He got to know and

accept that she's different. Her purity touched him deeply to the point that when she was weak he

preserved it! I love a story that gives the whole happily ever after ÃƒÂ°Ã‚Å¸Ã‚ËœÃ‚â‚¬, a wedding

and then there were children. I'm looking forward to more of her work, I'll definitely buy more...

This book reads like a C&W song. Fast cars, alcohol, sex, and painted-on jeans. But as a romance,

it's pretty good. I read something similar to it recently ÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚â€œ the rich playboy who falls in

love with a Christian. I guess that's a popular theme: the bad-boy and the virgin. Moore added a

couple subplots she didn't conclude well. First there's the carburetor redesign with people getting

killed all over the place; but instead of bringing it to an exciting conclusion, she lapses into summary

mode. Then there's another subplot about an ex-boyfriend. That one's just dropped, and we never

find out what happened to him. And there's one scene where the hero unreasonably overreacts to

something completely innocent. I hate when an author creates conflict by having a character act

stupid. Otherwise, the dialog was well-done, and I appreciated how the characters came right to the

heart of the matter.That said, Moore did her research on NASCAR and auto mechanics. I suppose

someone who knows something about either could judge how well she pulled it off, but it was

enough to give the story a feeling of authenticity. And I liked both the hero and the heroine, which

isn't always the case in a romance novel. I have my reservations on how changed the hero was by

the end of the book, but I was still glad to see them end up together, and that's what makes for a

satisfying ending.

i just loved this book and found it hard to put down when it was time for sleeping (I read at night

only, sometimes 2 books a night if they really grip me). I found this book remarkable as being the

first book written by this author and I hope for many more books from her. I will certainly be

watching out for more. Very well written and thoroughly enjoyed.

This is the first NASCAR romance I have read--it's not really my thing, but I have friends who like it. I

really enjoyed Luke and Rachel's story--I learned a lot about NASCAR and cars. Rachel and Luke



had trust issues to overcome and the author did a great job showing this. Luke did want to sleep

with Rachel through the whole book and she wanted to wait until she was married. The book was

very well-written and, although there were a lot of twists and turns in the plot, the story went really

fast. One thing that got on my nerves a little was when Luke kept calling Rachel "little girl." For some

reason, it made me think of Archie Bunker from "All in the Family," and I kept wishing he'd find

another pet name for Rachel.

I really enjoyed this book! It was an easy read with a great message. I am in my mid 60's and think

my daughters and granddaughters would also enjoy reading it. Great for all ages. I am hoping this

author has another book published soon. A sequel to this one would be great!I highly recommend

reading this - you will be glad you did :-)

Thieves a sweet easy read. Don't expect deep character development, just an enjoyable light love

story. Calling it Christian friction is a bit of a stretch, lthough there was plenty of empHasis on her

purity plan.

I felt that it was nicely written. It kept my interest from begining to end with a few twists thrown in.

The characters, Rachel and Luke were 2 very passionate people about cars and their beliefs. They

had some trust issues to overcome. I enjoyed reading it. I hope she will have another book out

soon..or maybe a sequel?

A very well written and interesting book. I look forward to sharing this book with my wife and

daughter. K.S. Moore does a wonderful job of tackling some tough issues dealing with sex,

self-control, and forgiveness, and she does it all with a very gentle touch. I'm eagerly looking

forward to her next novel.
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